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Summary Kanban in Action is a down-to-earth, no-frills, get-to-know-the-ropes introduction to kanban. It's based on the real-world experience
and observations from two kanban coaches who have introduced this process to dozens of teams. You'll learn the principles of why kanban
works, as well as nitty-gritty details like how to use different color stickies on a kanban board to help you organize and track your work items.
About the Book Too much work and too little time? If this is daily life for your team, you need kanban, a lean knowledge-management method
designed to involve all team members in continuous improvement of your process. Kanban in Action is a practical introduction to kanban.
Written by two kanban coaches who have taught the method to dozens of teams, the book covers techniques for planning and forecasting,
establishing meaningful metrics, visualizing queues and bottlenecks, and constructing and using a kanban board. Written for all members of
the development team, including leaders, coders, and business stakeholders. No experience with kanban is required. Purchase of the print
book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. What's Inside How to focus on work in process and
finish faster Examples of successful implementations How team members can make informed decisions About the Authors Marcus
Hammarberg is a kanban coach and software developer with experience in BDD, TDD, Specification by Example, Scrum, and XP. Joakim
Sundén is an agile coach at Spotify who cofounded the first kanban user groups in Europe. Table of Contents PART 1 LEARNING KANBAN
Team Kanbaneros gets startedPART 2 UNDERSTANDING KANBAN Kanban principles Visualizing your work Work items Work in process
Limiting work in process Managing flow PART 3 ADVANCED KANBAN Classes of service Planning and estimating Process improvement
Using metrics to guide improvements Kanban pitfalls Teaching kanban through games
Imagine a company where people love coming to work and are highly productive on a daily basis. Imagine a company whose top executives,
in a quest to create the most "fun" workplace ever, obliterate labor-management divisions and push decision-making responsibility down to
the plant floor. Could such a company compete in today's bottom-line corporate world? Could it even turn a profit? Well, imagine no more. In
Joy at Work, Dennis W. Bakke tells the true story of this extraordinary company--and how, as its co-founder and longtime CEO, he
challenged the business establishment with revolutionary ideas that could remake America's organizations. It is the story of AES, whose
business model and operating ethos -"let's have fun"-were conceived during a 90-minute car ride from Annapolis, Maryland, to Washington,
D.C. In the next two decades, it became a worldwide energy giant with 40,000 employees in 31 countries and revenues of $8.6 billion. It's a
remarkable tale told by a remarkable man: Bakke, a farm boy who was shaped by his religious faith, his years at Harvard Business School,
and his experience working for the Federal Energy Administration. He rejects workplace drudgery as a noxious remnant of the Industrial
Revolution. He believes work should be fun, and at AES he set out to prove it could be. Bakke sought not the empty "fun" of the Friday beer
blast but the joy of a workplace where every person, from custodian to CEO, has the power to use his or her God-given talents free of
needless corporate bureaucracy. In Joy at Work, Bakke tells how he helped create a company where every decision made at the top was
lamented as a lost chance to delegate responsibility--and where all employees were encouraged to take the "game-winning shot," even when
it wasn't a slam-dunk. Perhaps Bakke's most radical stand was his struggle to break the stranglehold of "creating shareholder value" on the
corporate mind-set and replace it with more timeless values: integrity, fairness, social responsibility, and a sense of fun.
A Simple yet Profound Shift Seeing people as people is an idea so simple you'll swear you've heard it a million times but so profound you'll
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never stop learning from it. Kimberly White discovered it in a chain of nursing homes whose leaders, nurses, and housekeepers saw their
patients, not as tasks to be ticked off a to-do list, but as valuable human beings. White helps you to this transformative shift with warm
encouragement, insightful guidance, and powerfully moving, true accounts of extraordinary human goodness.
From 2020 Democratic presidential candidate Andrew Yang, a captivating account of how "a skinny Asian kid from upstate" became a
successful entrepreneur, only to find a new mission: calling attention to the urgent steps America must take, including Universal Basic
Income, to stabilize our economy amid rapid technological change and automation. The shift toward automation is about to create a tsunami
of unemployment. Not in the distant future--now. One recent estimate predicts 45 million American workers will lose their jobs within the next
twelve years--jobs that won't be replaced. In a future marked by restlessness and chronic unemployment, what will happen to American
society? In The War on Normal People, Andrew Yang paints a dire portrait of the American economy. Rapidly advancing technologies like
artificial intelligence, robotics and automation software are making millions of Americans' livelihoods irrelevant. The consequences of these
trends are already being felt across our communities in the form of political unrest, drug use, and other social ills. The future looks dire-but is
it unavoidable? In The War on Normal People, Yang imagines a different future--one in which having a job is distinct from the capacity to
prosper and seek fulfillment. At this vision's core is Universal Basic Income, the concept of providing all citizens with a guaranteed incomeand one that is rapidly gaining popularity among forward-thinking politicians and economists. Yang proposes that UBI is an essential step
toward a new, more durable kind of economy, one he calls "human capitalism."
A deeply-reported examination of why "doing what you love" is a recipe for exploitation, creating a new tyranny of work in which we cheerily
acquiesce to doing jobs that take over our lives. You're told that if you "do what you love, you'll never work a day in your life." Whether it's
working for "exposure" and "experience," or enduring poor treatment in the name of "being part of the family," all employees are pushed to
make sacrifices for the privilege of being able to do what we love. In Work Won't Love You Back, Sarah Jaffe, a preeminent voice on labor,
inequality, and social movements, examines this "labor of love" myth -- the idea that certain work is not really work, and therefore should be
done out of passion instead of pay. Told through the lives and experiences of workers in various industries -- from the unpaid intern, to the
overworked teacher, to the nonprofit worker and even the professional athlete -- Jaffe reveals how all of us have been tricked into buying into
a new tyranny of work. As Jaffe argues, understanding the trap of the labor of love will empower us to work less and demand what our work is
worth. And once freed from those binds, we can finally figure out what actually gives us joy, pleasure, and satisfaction.
Declutter your desk and brighten up your business with this transformative guide from an organizational psychologist and the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up. The workplace is a magnet for clutter and mess. Who hasn't felt drained
by wasteful meetings, disorganized papers, endless emails, and unnecessary tasks? These are the modern-day hazards of working, and they
can slowly drain the joy from work, limit our chances of career progress, and undermine our well-being. There is another way. In Joy at Work,
bestselling author and Netflix star Marie Kondo and Rice University business professor Scott Sonenshein offer stories, studies, and strategies
to help you eliminate clutter and make space for work that really matters. Using the world-renowned KonMari Method and cutting-edge
research, Joy at Work will help you overcome the challenges of workplace mess and enjoy the productivity, success, and happiness that
come with a tidy desk and mind.
Two top experts on high-performing organizations show you how to reframe your—and your employees’—relationship with fear and anxiety to
create a learning culture of engaged workers at the top of their game.Fear and uncertainty have been undermining performance and wellPage 2/13
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being in the workplace for as long as we have had workplaces. Here’s a little-known fact of business: mismanaged fear is responsible for
almost all of the dysfunction that most organizations experience. While fear can drive short-term results, it does so at the cost of high
employee burnout and turnover. It also undermines long-term business performance. But we can’t eradicate it entirely; it is inherent to the
human condition. Winning organizations aren’t fear-free; they know how to reframe fear into opportunities for learning and growth. They
create resilient cultures of unfear.In this timely and essential guide, McKinsey alumni Gaurav Bhatnagar and Mark Minukas show leaders:
The impact of fear, its biological underpinnings, and the archetypes through which it is expressed as patterns of behavior in organizations The
strategies, techniques, and actions to bring about an unfear transformation The process begins with yourself—how to become an unfear
individual Transformation doesn’t start with systems and structures but with mindsets and behavior—how to build unfear teams Employee wellbeing leads to high performance for your business—how to build unfear organizations This proven approach to workplace anxiety reduces
stress, boosts engagement, and overcomes obstacles that get in the way of success. It leads to personal rewards greater profits, and
sustainable growth. This is only possible with a culture of unfear.
"Hosts of all kinds, this is a must-read!" --Chris Anderson, owner and curator of TED From the host of the New York Times podcast Together
Apart, an exciting new approach to how we gather that will transform the ways we spend our time together—at home, at work, in our
communities, and beyond. In The Art of Gathering, Priya Parker argues that the gatherings in our lives are lackluster and unproductive--which
they don't have to be. We rely too much on routine and the conventions of gatherings when we should focus on distinctiveness and the
people involved. At a time when coming together is more important than ever, Parker sets forth a human-centered approach to gathering that
will help everyone create meaningful, memorable experiences, large and small, for work and for play. Drawing on her expertise as a facilitator
of high-powered gatherings around the world, Parker takes us inside events of all kinds to show what works, what doesn't, and why. She
investigates a wide array of gatherings--conferences, meetings, a courtroom, a flash-mob party, an Arab-Israeli summer camp--and explains
how simple, specific changes can invigorate any group experience. The result is a book that's both journey and guide, full of exciting ideas
with real-world applications. The Art of Gathering will forever alter the way you look at your next meeting, industry conference, dinner party,
and backyard barbecue--and how you host and attend them.
“An important reminder of simple everyday practices to improve how we all work together, which will lead to greater team and individual
happiness and performance. Great results will follow.”—Jack Dorsey, CEO of Twitter and Square “With just 30 changes, you can transform
your work experience from bland and boring (or worse) to fulfilling, fun, and even joyful.”—Daniel Pink, author of When and Drive The vice
president of Twitter Europe and host of the top business podcast Eat Sleep Work Repeat offers thirty smart, research-based hacks for
bringing joy and fun back into our burned out, uninspired work lives. How does a lunch break spark a burst of productivity? Can a team’s
performance be improved simply by moving the location of the coffee maker? Why are meetings so often a waste of time, and how can a
walking meeting actually get decisions made? As an executive with decades of management experience at top Silicon Valley companies
including YouTube, Google, and Twitter, Bruce Daisley has given a lot of thought to what makes a workforce productive and what factors can
improve the workplace to benefit a company’s employees, customers, and bottom line. In his debut book, he shares what he’s discovered,
offering practical, often counterintuitive, insights and solutions for reinvigorating work to give us more meaning, productivity, and joy at the
office. A Gallup survey of global workers revealed shocking news: only 13% of employees are engaged in their jobs. This means that burn out
and unhappiness at work are a reality for the vast majority of workers. Managers—and employees themselves—can make work better. Eat
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Sleep Work Repeat shows them how, offering more than two dozen research-backed, user-friendly strategies, including: Go to Lunch (it
makes you less tired over the weekend) Suggest a Tea Break (it increases team cohesiveness and productivity) Conduct a Pre-Mortem
(foreseeing possible issues can prevent problems and creates a spirit of curiosity and inquisitiveness) “Let’s start enjoying our jobs again,”
Daisley insists. “It’s time to rediscover the joy of work.”
"What would it feel like to have an extraordinary workplace culture that generates both joy and remarkable financial results? Many leaders
and managers find culture to be abstract, intangible and elusive. Perhaps you've noticed people walking on eggshells or avoiding
conversation landmines. Is your team's performance waning due to gossip, silos or apathy? Culture Works helps you navigate around and
through these kinds of obstacles. In this book you will learn how to create an extraordinary workplace culture. Not with rainbows and
unicorns, but with concrete innovative concepts, enlightening stories and tangible tools. After reading this book, you will be ready to take
action with doable, down-to-earth steps to energize your team and yield real deal results"--Amazon.
A job is never just a job. It is always connected to a deep and invisible process of finding meaning in life through work. In Thomas Moore’s
groundbreaking book Care of the Soul, he wrote of “the great malady of the twentieth century…the loss of soul.” That bestselling work taught
readers ways to cultivate depth, genuineness, and soulfulness in their everyday lives, and became a beloved classic. Now, in A Life’s Work,
Moore turns to an aspect of our lives that looms large in our self-regard, an aspect by which we may even define ourselves—our work. The
workplace, Moore knows, is a laboratory where matters of soul are worked out. A Life’s Work is about finding the right job, yes, and it is also
about uncovering and becoming the person you were meant to be. Moore reveals the quest to find a life’s work in all its depth and mystery.
All jobs, large and small, long-term and temporary, he writes, contribute to your life’s work. A particular job may be important because of the
emotional rewards it offers or for the money. But beneath the surface, your labors are shaping your destiny for better or worse. If you ignore
the deeper issues, you may not know the nature of your calling, and if you don’t do work that connects with your deep soul, you may always
be dissatisfied, not only in your choice of work but in all other areas of life. Moore explores the often difficult process—the obstacles, blocks,
and hardships of our own making—that we go through on our way to discovering our purpose, and reveals the joy that is our reward. He
teaches us patience, models the necessary powers of reflection, and gives us the courage to keep going. A Life’s Work is a beautiful
rumination, realistic and poignant, and a comforting and exhilarating guide to one of life’s biggest dilemmas and one of its greatest
opportunities.
Discover the vital relationship that will take your company from "What's next?" to "We have liftoff!" Visionaries have groundbreaking ideas.
Integrators make those ideas a reality. This explosive combination is the key to getting everything you want out of your business. It worked for
Disney. It worked for McDonald's. It worked for Ford. It can work for you. From the author of the bestselling Traction, Rocket Fuel details the
integral roles of the Visionary and Integrator and explains how an effective relationship between the two can help your business thrive.
Offering advice to help Visionary-minded and Integrator-minded individuals find one another, Rocket Fuel also features assessments so
you're able to determine whether you're a Visionary or an Integrator. Without an Integrator, a Visionary is far less likely to succeed long-term
,and realize the company's ultimate goals—likewise, with no Visionary, an Integrator can't rise to his or her full potential. When these two
people come together to share their natural talents and innate skill sets, it's like rocket fuel—they have the power to reach new heights for
virtually any company or organization.
From a co-founder of Pixar Animation Studios—the Academy Award–winning studio behind Coco, Inside Out, and Toy Story—comes an
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incisive book about creativity in business and leadership for readers of Daniel Pink, Tom Peters, and Chip and Dan Heath. NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER | NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Huffington Post • Financial Times • Success • Inc. •
Library Journal Creativity, Inc. is a manual for anyone who strives for originality and the first-ever, all-access trip into the nerve center of Pixar
Animation—into the meetings, postmortems, and “Braintrust” sessions where some of the most successful films in history are made. It is, at
heart, a book about creativity—but it is also, as Pixar co-founder and president Ed Catmull writes, “an expression of the ideas that I believe
make the best in us possible.” For nearly twenty years, Pixar has dominated the world of animation, producing such beloved films as the Toy
Story trilogy, Monsters, Inc., Finding Nemo, The Incredibles, Up, WALL-E, and Inside Out, which have gone on to set box-office records and
garner thirty Academy Awards. The joyousness of the storytelling, the inventive plots, the emotional authenticity: In some ways, Pixar movies
are an object lesson in what creativity really is. Here, in this book, Catmull reveals the ideals and techniques that have made Pixar so widely
admired—and so profitable. As a young man, Ed Catmull had a dream: to make the first computer-animated movie. He nurtured that dream as
a Ph.D. student at the University of Utah, where many computer science pioneers got their start, and then forged a partnership with George
Lucas that led, indirectly, to his co-founding Pixar in 1986. Nine years later, Toy Story was released, changing animation forever. The
essential ingredient in that movie’s success—and in the thirteen movies that followed—was the unique environment that Catmull and his
colleagues built at Pixar, based on leadership and management philosophies that protect the creative process and defy convention, such as:
• Give a good idea to a mediocre team, and they will screw it up. But give a mediocre idea to a great team, and they will either fix it or come
up with something better. • If you don’t strive to uncover what is unseen and understand its nature, you will be ill prepared to lead. • It’s not
the manager’s job to prevent risks. It’s the manager’s job to make it safe for others to take them. • The cost of preventing errors is often far
greater than the cost of fixing them. • A company’s communication structure should not mirror its organizational structure. Everybody should
be able to talk to anybody.
Although leadership theories have evolved to reflect changing social contexts, many remain silent on issues of equity, diversity, and social
justice. Diversity and Leadership, by Jean Lau Chin and Joseph E. Trimble, offers a new paradigm for examining leadership by bringing
together two domains—research on leadership and research on diversity—to challenge existing notions of leadership and move toward a
diverse and global view of society and its institutions. This compelling book delivers an approach to leadership that is inclusive, promotes
access for diverse leaders, and addresses barriers that narrowly confine our perceptions and expectations of leaders. Redefining leadership
as global and diverse, the authors impart new understanding of who our leaders are, the process of communication, exchange between
leaders and their members, criteria for selecting, training, and evaluating leaders in the 21st century, and the organizational and societal
contexts in which leadership is exercised.
Imagine that you are a corporate executive or small business owner in a midwestern city under water after weeks of extreme weather and
drenching rainfall. Infrastructure has been damaged beyond repair, transportation arteries are closed, and your supply chain is broken.
Families have been driven from homes, food and water are in short supply, and people are becoming unruly. Government agencies are not in
a position to help. Declining revenue and partisan antipathy fueled by ideological differences have eroded confidence in government. The city
is in total disrepair and unable to deliver desperately needed services. It is edging toward implosion and community leaders have turned to
you for help. Catastrophe that would have been unthinkable in earlier times is a reality in a world coming out of pandemic and facing
existential threats such as climate change, inequality and global conflict. Catastrophic Risk: Business Strategy for Managing Turbulence in a
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World at Risk challenges business to step up and assume a pivotal role with communities under stress due to prolonged exposure to risk.
When powerful societal forces meet behavior that deters response to risk, the consequences of risk are exacerbated. The compounding
effect of behavior on risk has opened an important role for business in mobilizing people and communities in times of crisis. It is a role that
cannot be fulfilled, however, without purpose, strategy and plans sufficiently robust to overcome the threat of risk. To prosper in this
environment, business will need to make a significant contribution to society as well as to deliver financial performance. For companies, this
will mean involvement in community in ways that significantly depart from current practice. For leaders, it will mean new skills—contextual
sensitivity, a greater understanding of behavioral dynamics, and enhanced capacity to relate to people on an emotive basis. This book is
about the relationship between risk, societal forces and human behavior—a relationship informed by the sciences that is critically important for
business. Its goal is two-fold: to bring catastrophic risk to the world of business and to further business engagement in service to the common
good.
In the story of every great company and career, there is one defining moment when luck and skill collide. This book is about making that
moment happen. According to Frans Johansson’s research, successful people and organizations show a common theme. A lucky moment
occurs and they take advantage of it to change their fate. Consider how Diane von Furstenberg saw Julie Nixon Eisenhower on TV wearing a
matching skirt and top, and created the timeless, elegant wrap-dress. That was a “click moment” of unexpected opportunity. Johansson uses
stories from throughout history to illustrate the specific actions we can take to create more click moments, place lots of high-potential bets,
open ourselves up to chance encounters, and harness the complex forces of success that follow.
#3 New York Times Advice/How-To Bestseller #7 Wall Street Journal Nonfiction Bestseller "This book is game changing in a way I have
never seen in a business book. I learned about myself and gained new insights into the work I've been doing for thirty years. It is a
spectacular read." – John Riccitiello, CEO, Electronic Arts This is not a management book. This is a book for managers. Ever have the feeling
that no matter how rewarding your job is that there's an entirely different level of success and fulfillment available to you? Lingering in the
mist, just out of reach… There is, and Stan Slap is going to help you get it. You hold in your hands the book that entirely redraws the potential
of being a manager. It will show you how to gain the one competency most critical to achieving business impact, but it won't stop there. This
book will put a whole new level of meaning into your job description. You will never really work for your company until your company really
works for you. Bury My Heart at Conference Room B is about igniting the massive power of any manager's emotional commitment to his or
her company-worth more than financial, intellectual and physical commitment combined. Sometimes companies get this from their managers
in the early garage days or in times of tremendous gain, but it's almost unheard of to get it on a sustained, self-reinforced basis. Of course
your company is only going to get it if you're willing to give it. Slap proves that emotional commitment comes from the ability to live your
deepest personal values at work and then provides a remarkable process that allows you to use your own values to achieve tremendous
success. This is not soft stuff; it is the stuff of hard-core results. Bury My Heart at Conference Room B is the highest-rated management
development solution at a number of the world's highest-rated companies—companies that don't include "patience" on their list of corporate
values. It has been exhaustively researched and bench tested with tens of thousands of real managers in more than seventy countries. You'll
hear directly from managers about how this legendary method has transformed their careers and their lives. As Big as It Gets Stan Slap is
doing nothing less than making the business case for a manager's humanity-for every manager and the companies that depend on them.
Bury My Heart at Conference Room B gives managers the urgency to change their world and the energy to do it. It will stir the soul, race the
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heart, and throb the foot used for acceleration. Buckle Up. We're Going Off-Road. Slap is smart, provocative, wickedly funny and heartfelt. He
fearlessly takes on some of the most cherished myths of management for the illogic they are and celebrates the experience of being a
manager in all of its potential and potential weirdness. And he talks to managers like they really talk to themselves.
A 2018 Nautilus Book Award Winner for Business and Leadership! The founder of Menlo Innovations and author of the business culture cult
classic Joy, Inc offers an inspirational guide to leaders seeking joy in the challenge of leading others. Rich Sheridan's Joy, Inc. told the story
of how his tiny software company in Ann Arbor, Michigan achieved success and renown by embracing offbeat culture and human-centered
values. In Chief Joy Officer, he turns his attention from culture to leadership, and draws on his experience running Menlo and consulting
elsewhere to offer a wise, provocative guide on how anyone can build leadership capacity for joy within their own organization. Chief Joy
Officer offers sage, hard-won advice to any manager or leader who yearns to make more of an impact on the lives of others, including: * Selfunderstanding is the cornerstone for every virtue of leadership: authenticity, trust, humility, and optimism. * Good leaders make more leaders:
Learn to judge your performance not on whether people are doing what they're told, but whether they're developing independent leadership
capacity. * Influencing up is just as important is influencing down: how to encourage different thinking in those above you in your
organizations. Filled with colorful anecdotes from Sheridan's personal journey and wisdom from many leadership mentors, Chief Joy Officer
offers an approachable, down-to-earth philosophy and practice that will help even the most disillusioned of middle managers bring a renewed
sense of purpose to their work building others.
How many IT books have you read that are long on theory and short on practical application? They are interesting, but not very impactful.
They provide a framework from which to think and understand, but lack a process from which to act. Addressing this urgent need for the IT
community, The Lean IT Field Guide explains how to initiate, execute, and sustain a lean IT transformation. Illuminating a clear path to lean
IT, the authors integrate more than two decades of combined experience to provide you with a proven method for creating and sustaining a
true lean IT workplace. This field guide not only highlights the organizational techniques of more agile and lean processes, but also the
leadership work required to help management adopt these new approaches. Based on proven methods from different industries, including
banking, manufacturing, insurance, food and beverage, and logistics, the book details a clear model that covers all the components you need
to achieve and sustain a favorable work environment and culture in support of lean IT. Filled with anecdotes and case studies from actual
businesses, the book includes pictures, templates, and examples that illustrate the application of the lean methods discussed.
“A guidebook for how leaders can motivate, engage, and recognize their people all the while growing the business profitably.” —Forbes.com
Every year, thousands of visitors come from around the world to visit Menlo Innovations, a small software company in Ann Arbor, Michigan.
They make the trek not to learn about technology but to witness a radically different approach to company culture. CEO Rich Sheridan
removed the fear and ambiguity that typically make a workplace miserable. With joy as the explicit goal, he and his team changed everything
about how the company was run. The results blew away all expectations. Menlo has won numerous growth awards and was named an Inc.
magazine “audacious small company.” Joy, Inc. offers an inside look at how Menlo created its culture, and shows how any organization can
follow their methods for a more passionate team and sustainable, profitable results.
Offering insights from the spheres of anthropology, psychology, education, design, and business, Creative Intelligence by Bruce Nussbaum, a
leading thinker, commentator, and curator on the subjects of design, creativity, and innovation, is first book to identify and explore creative
intelligence as a new form of cultural literacy and as a powerful method for problem-solving, driving innovation, and sparking start-up
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capitalism. Nussbaum investigates the ways in which individuals, corporations, and nations are boosting their creative intelligence — CQ—and
how that translates into their abilities to make new products and solve new problems. Ultimately, Creative Intelligence shows how to frame
problems in new ways and devise solutions that are original and highly social. Smart and eye opening, Creative Intelligence: Harnessing the
Power to Create, Connect, and Inspire illustrates how to connect our creative output with a new type of economic system, Indie Capitalism,
where creativity is the source of value, where entrepreneurs drive growth, and where social networks are the building blocks of the economy.
The Game Changer is a business parable about innovation and business transformation, wrapping time honored principles in an engaging,
fictional tale. It reveals the narrative behind a technology company founded by a game changing CEO/inventor that has reluctantly taken in
funding, and nearly misses the gift of being able to grow at a much faster pace. He and his team initially feel the pressure of investor’s
quarter-to- quarter profit metrics, but through a series of unusual and intertwined events, they find their entrepreneurial spirit and energy
ignited again. They are empowered to change every area of the company, providing value back to their investors, and eventually to the public
after their IPO.Written for anyone interested in entrepreneurship, innovation, leadership and personal growth.
In her first novel since The Quick and the Dead (a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize), the legendary writer takes us into an uncertain landscape
after an environmental apocalypse, a world in which only the man-made has value, but some still wish to salvage the authentic. "She
practices ... camouflage, except that instead of adapting to its environment, Williams’s imagination, by remaining true to itself, reveals new
colorations in the ecology around her.” —A.O. Scott, The New York Times Book Review Khristen is a teenager who, her mother believes, was
marked by greatness as a baby when she died for a moment and then came back to life. After Khristen’s failing boarding school for gifted
teens closes its doors, and she finds that her mother has disappeared, she ranges across the dead landscape and washes up at a “resort”
on the shores of a mysterious, putrid lake the elderly residents there call “Big Girl.” In a rotting honeycomb of rooms, these old ones plot
actions to punish corporations and people they consider culpable in the destruction of the final scraps of nature’s beauty. What will Khristen
and Jeffrey, the precocious ten-year-old boy she meets there, learn from this “gabby seditious lot, in the worst of health but with kamikaze
hearts, an army of the aged and ill, determined to refresh, through crackpot violence, a plundered earth”? Rivetingly strange and beautiful,
and delivered with Williams’s searing, deadpan wit, Harrow is their intertwined tale of paradise lost and of their reasons—against all
reasonableness—to try and recover something of it.
The definitive guide to working with -- and surviving -- bullies, creeps, jerks, tyrants, tormentors, despots, backstabbers, egomaniacs, and all
the other assholes who do their best to destroy you at work. "What an asshole!" How many times have you said that about someone at work?
You're not alone! In this groundbreaking book, Stanford University professor Robert I. Sutton builds on his acclaimed Harvard Business
Review article to show you the best ways to deal with assholes...and why they can be so destructive to your company. Practical,
compassionate, and in places downright funny, this guide offers: Strategies on how to pinpoint and eliminate negative influences for good
Illuminating case histories from major organizations A self-diagnostic test and a program to identify and keep your own "inner jerk" from
coming out The No Asshole Rule is a New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today and Business Week bestseller.

Inspiring and insightful, Our Better Angels: Seven Simple Virtues That Will Change Your Life and the World celebrates the shared
principles that unite and enable us to overcome life’s challenges together. “When the waters rise, so do our better
angels.”—President Jimmy Carter Jonathan Reckford, the CEO of Habitat for Humanity, has seen time and again the powerful
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benefits that arise when people from all walks of life work together to help one another. In this uplifting book, he shares true stories
of people involved with Habitat as volunteers and future homeowners who embody seven timeless virtues—kindness, community,
empowerment, joy, respect, generosity, and service—and shows how we can all practice these to improve the quality of our own
lives as well as those around us. A Vietnam veteran finds peace where he was once engaged in war. An impoverished single
mother offers her family’s time and energy to enrich their neighbors’ lives. A Zambian family of nine living in a makeshift tent
makes room to shelter even more. A teenager grieving for his mother honors her love and memory by ensuring other people have
a place to call home. A former president of the United States leads by example with a determined work ethic that motivates
everyone around him to be the best version of themselves. These stories, and many others, illustrate how virtues become values,
how cooperation becomes connection, and how even the smallest act of compassion can encourage actions that transform the
world around us. Here are tales that will make readers laugh and cry and embrace with passion the calling of our better angels to
change the way we take care of ourselves, our families, our communities, and the world.
Twelve-year-old Henry's grand adventures spell disaster for best chums Riley and Reed, who always seems to land in a pile of
"smelly goo."
Radical Candor is the sweet spot between managers who are obnoxiously aggressive on the one side and ruinously empathetic
on the other. It is about providing guidance, which involves a mix of praise as well as criticism, delivered to produce better results
and help employees develop their skills and boundaries of success. Great bosses have a strong relationship with their employees,
and Kim Scott Malone has identified three simple principles for building better relationships with your employees: make it personal,
get stuff done, and understand why it matters. Radical Candor offers a guide to those bewildered or exhausted by management,
written for bosses and those who manage bosses. Drawing on years of first-hand experience, and distilled clearly to give
actionable lessons to the reader, Radical Candor shows how to be successful while retaining your integrity and humanity. Radical
Candor is the perfect handbook for those who are looking to find meaning in their job and create an environment where people
both love their work, their colleagues and are motivated to strive to ever greater success.
Our common belief in business is that the heart has no place in workplace management. In fact, most of us were taught that the
heart acts like Kryptonite in leadership: it inherently undermines a managers effectiveness and lowers productivity and profitability.
In this stunning and groundbreaking work, however, engagement expert, Mark C. Crowley, provides irrefutable proof that we were
wrong. Crowley begins by showing us how traditional leadership practices are failing. Across the globe, employee engagement
and job satisfaction scores have fallen to crisis levels. According to astonishing research from Gallup, 70% of the US workforce is
now disengaged. It once was that a job and a paycheck kept workers satisfied and productive. Today, pay barely makes the list of
what inspires people to put their hearts into their work and contribute to their highest capacity. Right before our eyes, human
beings have evolved in what they need and want in exchange for work. 21st Century employees are seeking to find purpose,
meaning and feelings of significance. What drives their engagement is feeling valued, respected, developed and cared for.
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Crowleys profound insight draws upon recent medical science discoveries which prove its the heart, and not the mind, that drives
human motivation and achievement. Theres nothing soft about Lead From The Heart. It represents the future of workplace
management and a roadmap to driving uncommon engagement, productivity and profitability.
"You're going to sell what? Empty Boxes?" Back in 1978, Kip Tindell (Chairman & CEO of The Container Store) and his partners
had the vision that people were eager to find solutions to save both space and time - and they were definitely onto something. A
new category of the retailing industry was born - storage and organization. Today, with stores nationwide and with more than
5,000 loyal employees, the company couldn't be stronger. Over the years, The Container Store has been lauded for its
commitment to its employees and focus on its original concept and inventory mix as the formula for its success. But for Tindell, the
goal never has been growth for growth's sake. Rather, it is to adhere to the company's values-based business philosophies, which
center on an employee-first culture, superior customer service and strict merchandising. The Container Store has been named on
Fortune magazine's "100 Best Companies To Work For" list for 15 consecutive years. Even better, The Container Store has
millions of loyal customers. In Uncontainable, Tindell reveals his approach for building a business where everyone associated with
it thrives through embodying the tenets of Conscious Capitalism. Tindell's seven Foundation Principles are the roadmap that drives
everyone at The Container Store to achieve the goals of the company. Uncontainable shows how other businesses can adapt this
approach toward what Tindell calls the most profitable, sustainable and fun way of doing business. Tindell is that rare CEO who
fully embraces the "Golden Rule" of business - where all stakeholders - employees, customers, vendors, shareholder, the
community - are successful through a harmonic balance of win-wins.
Looptail is Bruce Poon Tip's extraordinary first-person account of his entrepreneurial instincts to start and develop G Adventures,
the highly successful international travel adventure company - and along the way he reveals his unusual management secrets that
not only keep his employees fully engaged and energized but also keep his customers extremely happy. His unique appraoch has
worked in marvellous ways. Poon Tip has created an entirely new and refreshing approach to management. For example, there is
no CEO at G Adventures - instead, every employee is a CEO, empowered to make instantaneous decisions to help clients on the
spot. But while there's no CEO, there is a company Mayor, who take the pulse of corporate morale. There's no HR department but there is a Talent Agency and company Culture Club. It hasn't always been easy to try to balance his desire for a socially
responsible company along with the desire to generate profits. But thanks to Poon Tip's vision, G Adventures has floruished and
has done its best to maintain its looptail approach. In short, it's been an extraordinary ride, and in many ways G Adventures is at
the vanguard of what modern-day companies are beginning to look like.
You've done everything right-attended a good school, landed a great job, bought things to fill your life, earned promotions, and
maybe even became the boss. You've achieved success. All of that hard work has paid off. And you're happy...aren't you?
Sometimes the hardest goal to achieve is a rich, happy life. Finding the balance between the nonstop parade of accomplishments
and a joy-filled life can feel like a finish line you may never cross. Like you, founder and speaker Tracy LaLonde was a stressed
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overachiever-until she took those skills and unapologetically aimed for happiness. In The Joychiever Journey, Tracy shares her
comprehensive roadmap to uncovering your True Self and living a joyful life that is expressly yours. In this book, you will garner a
deeper understanding of yourself by exploring the 7 True Self Stops that include: Simple ways to channel your strengths to invite
more joy into your 9-5 workday. Less stress, better sleep, and more effective exercise to boost your daily happiness. The secret to
healthy aging, reducing anxiety, and healing after adversity. Guilt-free ways to prioritize "me-time" every day to help you replenish,
recharge, and thrive. How to retrain your brain towards positivity and transform from an overachiever to a Joychiever. Change your
life and make joy a regular mandate rather than a reward after finishing everything on your to-do list. The Joychiever Journey is
your practical guide to dealing with stress, discovering what makes you happy, and striving for both joy and success-and enjoying
the journey along the way.
Includes an excerpt from Love on the brain.
The moment you walk into Menlo Innovations, you can sense the atmosphere full of energy, playfulness, enthusiasm, and maybe
even . . . joy. As a package-delivery person once remarked, “I don’t know what you do, but whatever it is, I want to work here.”
Every year, thousands of visitors come from around the world to visit Menlo Innovations, a small software company in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. They make the trek not to learn about technology but to witness a radically different approach to company culture. CEO
and “Chief Storyteller” Rich Sheridan removed the fear and ambiguity that typically make a workplace miserable. His own
experience in the software industry taught him that, for many, work was marked by long hours and mismanaged projects with lowquality results. There had to be a better way. With joy as the explicit goal, Sheridan and his team changed everything about how
the company was run. They established a shared belief system that supports working in pairs and embraces making mistakes, all
while fostering dignity for the team. The results blew away all expectations. Menlo has won numerous growth awards and was
named an Inc. magazine “audacious small company.” It has tripled its physical office three times and produced products that
dominate markets for its clients. Joy, Inc. offers an inside look at how Sheridan and Menlo created a joyful culture, and shows how
any organization can follow their methods for a more passionate team and sustainable, profitable results. Sheridan also shows
how to run smarter meetings and build cultural training into your hiring process. Joy, Inc. offers an inspirational blueprint for
readers in any field who want a committed, energizing atmosphere at work—leading to sustainable business results.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERWALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER The Globe and Mail Top Leadership and
Management BookForbes Top Creative Leadership Book From the visionary head of Google's innovative People Operations
comes a groundbreaking inquiry into the philosophy of work-and a blueprint for attracting the most spectacular talent to your
business and ensuring that they succeed. "We spend more time working than doing anything else in life. It's not right that the
experience of work should be so demotivating and dehumanizing." So says Laszlo Bock, former head of People Operations at the
company that transformed how the world interacts with knowledge. This insight is the heart of WORK RULES!, a compelling and
surprisingly playful manifesto that offers lessons including: Take away managers' power over employees Learn from your best
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employees-and your worst Hire only people who are smarter than you are, no matter how long it takes to find them Pay unfairly
(it's more fair!) Don't trust your gut: Use data to predict and shape the future Default to open-be transparent and welcome
feedback If you're comfortable with the amount of freedom you've given your employees, you haven't gone far enough. Drawing on
the latest research in behavioral economics and a profound grasp of human psychology, WORK RULES! also provides teaching
examples from a range of industries-including lauded companies that happen to be hideous places to work and little-known
companies that achieve spectacular results by valuing and listening to their employees. Bock takes us inside one of history's most
explosively successful businesses to reveal why Google is consistently rated one of the best places to work in the world, distilling
15 years of intensive worker R&D into principles that are easy to put into action, whether you're a team of one or a team of
thousands. WORK RULES! shows how to strike a balance between creativity and structure, leading to success you can measure
in quality of life as well as market share. Read it to build a better company from within rather than from above; read it to reawaken
your joy in what you do.
From the legendary founder of Atari and Chuck E. Cheese’s and Steve Jobs’s first boss, the secrets to finding, hiring, keeping,
and nurturing creative talent. The business world is changing faster than ever, and every day your company faces new
complications and difficulties. The only way to resolve these issues is to have a staff of wildly creative people who live as much in
the future as the present, who thrive on being different, and whose ideas will guarantee that your company will prosper when other
companies fail. A celebrated visionary and iconoclast, Nolan Bushnell founded the groundbreaking gaming company Atari before
he went on to found Chuck E. Cheese’s and two dozen other companies. He also happened to launch the career of the late Steve
Jobs, along with those of many other brilliant creatives over the course of his five decades in business. With refreshing candor,
keen psychological insight, and robust humor, Bushnell explains in Finding the Next Steve Jobs how to think boldly and differently
about companies and organizations—and specifically the people who work within them. For anyone trying to turn a company into
the next Atari or Apple, build a more creative workforce, or fashion a career in a changing world, this book will enlighten,
challenge, surprise, and amuse.
Jason Fried and David Heinemeier Hansson, the authors of the New York Times bestseller Rework, are back with a manifesto to
combat all your modern workplace worries and fears.
Joy, Inc.How We Built a Workplace People LovePenguin
What really sets the best managers above the rest? It’s their power to build a cadre of employees who have great inner work
lives—consistently positive emotions; strong motivation; and favorable perceptions of the organization, their work, and their
colleagues. The worst managers undermine inner work life, often unwittingly. As Teresa Amabile and Steven Kramer explain in
The Progress Principle, seemingly mundane workday events can make or break employees’ inner work lives. But it’s forward
momentum in meaningful work—progress—that creates the best inner work lives. Through rigorous analysis of nearly 12,000 diary
entries provided by 238 employees in 7 companies, the authors explain how managers can foster progress and enhance inner
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work life every day. The book shows how to remove obstacles to progress, including meaningless tasks and toxic relationships. It
also explains how to activate two forces that enable progress: (1) catalysts—events that directly facilitate project work, such as
clear goals and autonomy—and (2) nourishers—interpersonal events that uplift workers, including encouragement and
demonstrations of respect and collegiality. Brimming with honest examples from the companies studied, The Progress Principle
equips aspiring and seasoned leaders alike with the insights they need to maximize their people’s performance.
For working adults, business leaders, and HR professionals who want to lead a more fulfilling life, THE SECRETS TO
HAPPINESS AT WORK shows how we can thrive at work by making empowered, wise choices about the kind of work we do, the
people we work with, and the ways we manage our work-life boundaries. Expert Tracy Bower sets a foundation by making the
case for joyful work and life, pointing to research on personal, family, and child health. From stress and sleep to marriage and child
development, joyful work is a critical part of a healthy life. The book goes on to provide key touchpoints on fundamental human
needs and compelling neuroscience that drive our understanding of experiences at work. In addition, the book debunks myths of
work and life in order to provide the reader with new ways of thinking about work and life. THE SECRETS TO HAPPINESS AT
WORK lays down fundamentals through descriptions of how to create purpose and meaning, and how to find the right match with
a company's culture. Tracy emphasizes the power of relationships at work—and the importance of colleagues and coworkers—and
how to foster the very best of trust, empathy, and work with others. THE SECRETS TO HAPPINESS AT WORK explains the
growth mindset and how to say yes more often, learn from failure, embrace stress, and stretch to achieve fulfillment.
Organizations accomplish results when they powerfully engage employees and capture their discretionary time. This is more
important than ever during this period where employees are facing unprecedented time poverty. Technology has blurred the lines
between employees’ work and personal lives, and they are faced with the challenges of successfully navigating and integrating
work and personal demands. When organizations provide the right benefits, policies, and cultural practices, they win and they
serve employees in the process. Using examples and real-world experiences from senior executives and employees at all levels,
author Tracy Brower shows readers the importance of work-life supports and how they lead to more engaged and fulfilled
employees. Bring Work to Life by Bringing Life to Work is your go-to guide to work-life support, providing easy-to-read strategies
for building and implementing your organization’s strategies to harness work-life supports, increasing positive impact to your
bottom line.
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